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Attachment B - Price Sheet T-Number: DPS23

Item 
Number Item Description Estimated 

Qty UOM Price Extended 
Price

1 Fire Training Vehicles
- Vehicles are to be used for Vehicle Fire Training classes at Fire and Emergency 
Training Academy (FETA) at 6868 Nicholson Drive Baton Rouge, Louisiana during 
the contract period.
- FETA may request up to twelve (12) wrecked vehicles to be delivered within seventy-
two (72) hours after placing the order.

*** The batteries must be removed from vehicles.***
*** All fluid reservoirs and tanks to be drained and inert. ***
*** Vent or remove shock absorbers, drive shafts, and other gas-filled closed 
containers (such as bumper compression cylinders, hood and trunk lifts) before the 
delivery of the wrecked vehicles. ***
*** As much glass remaining as possible and tires must be included.***

- Vendor must remove the vehicles off FETA property within seventy-two (72) hours 
upon request. Vehicles after training will have extensive fire damage. 
- Shall pay only for vehicles used.

12 Each

2 Extrication Training Vehicles
- Wrecked Vehicles are to be used for Vehicle Fire Training classes at Fire and 
Emergency Training Academy (FETA) at 6868 Nicholson Drive Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana during the contract period.
- FETA may request up to twenty-eight (28) wrecked vehicles to be delivered within 
seventy-two (72) hours after placing the order.

*** Fuel tanks and Batteries must be removed from vehicles. ***
*** Transmission and Engine Oils drained before the delivery of the wrecked 
vehicles.*** 
*** As much glass remaining as possible and tires must be included.***

- Vendor must remove the vehicles off FETA property within seventy-two (72) hours 
upon request. Vehicles after training will have considerably more damage and will be 
partially disassembled. 
- Shall pay only for vehicles used.

28 Each
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